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Abstract:

Software projects are problematic considering their high overruns in terms of execution time and budget. In
large scale projects, the monitoring activity is a very difficult task, due to the very complex relation between
resources and constraints, and must be based on a well established methodology. The outputs of the
monitoring process refer mostly to the current status of the project, which must be reflected as accurate as
possible. We propose a model for project status determination. This is a sub-model of a future monitoring
model subject of our current research. The project status model not only considers the perspective of the
project manager, which defines the macro-universe of the project, but also the perspective of every worker
involved in the project, who can be seen as manager of their assigned tasks, which defines the microuniverse of the worker.

1

INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND

In the process of project monitoring and control, a
continuous progress assessment must be done for an
effective project management, according to Radice,
Roth, O'Hara, and Ciarfella (1985). Without a good
project execution monitoring strategy, even working
with very competent managers and workers, there is
a high risk of resource waste as argued by
Humphrey (1990).
It is common for software projects to have high
implementation overrun in terms of cost and time.
This was observed through several market
researches conducted in the software production
domain. The results presented in The Standish
Group (1994), Yarmouth (2003), Jorgensen and
Molokken (2006), showed a fluctuant evolution to a
better situation. Regarding the results of the last
study, published in 2009, “Chaos Summary 2009”,
Jim Crear, The Standish Group CIO, said that these
results revealed the highest failure rate in over a
decade (The Standish Group, 2009). These results
suggest that either the planning or the monitoring
methodologies applied to software projects are
inadequate. However, in our opinion, an adequate
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project monitoring is the basis of the development of
more adequate planning methodologies, so that the
results shown in the studies conducted by The
Standish Group are consequences of the lack of
satisfactory project development monitoring
methodologies.
Software development organizations should
employ various software tools for completing their
projects properly, in terms of budget, schedule and
quality, according to Serkan (2004). Hunt (2007)
suggests that including established estimation
methodology and algorithms as part of the
monitoring and control process may lead to
significant process improvements.
Several monitoring models were developed
based on system dynamics representation (System
Dynamics Society). Such models are those proposed
by Rodrigues and Williams (1997), Barros, Werner
and Travassos (2000), Bekjti and Matta (2003),
Oorschot, Sengupta and Wassenhove (2009).
Our approach to monitoring is centred on the
working behaviour of the involved human factor and
we plan to develop a monitoring model that not only
takes into consideration the manager decisions, but
also the decisions of every worker in the
development team, besides the specific operational
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outputs. The project status model defines the basics
of our approach to monitoring, taking into
consideration the two natural perspectives over
project development: the macro-universe of the
software project and the micro-universe of the
worker.
In this paper, we focus on presenting the project
status model, as well as the desired features for the
proposed project monitoring model. In section 2, we
present the basics of our approach to project
monitoring, defining the project status model.
Finally, in section 3, we present the conclusions and
future work.

2

THE PROJECT STATUS
MODEL

for task ti, meaning the total time spent actually
working on task ti; PESi is the earliest date when
task ti can be started considering only the macrouniverse pi (PES is the acronym for Project Early
Start and it is associated with a task); WESi is the
earliest date when task ti can be started considering
the macro-universe pi and the micro-universe wi
(WES is the acronym for Worker Early Start and it
is associated with a task).
It is important to be aware of the difference
between the parameter D introduced in Definition 3,
which refer to the due date of a task established at
task creation, and the actual due date of the task.
The proposed model is able to provide the
current status of the monitored project,
recommendations for the workers in order to
maximize tasks completion rate, and to notify
detected project execution problems through alarms.

Assume a set of projects, P, a set of tasks, Θ, and a
set of workers, W.

2.1

Definition 1 (Project). A project pi Є P is a
quadruplet (Θi, Wi, depi, T), where Θi is a subset of
Θ, Wi is a subset of W, depi is a binary relation
defined on Θi, and T represents time, so that, if we
assume an arbitrary pk Є P, with k ≠ i, and pk = (Θk,
Wk, depk, T), then Θk∩Θi = Ø (Wi∩Wk might not be
an empty set), no matter the time T. The elements of
the quadruplet define the macro-universe of project
pi at time T.

In this subsection, the focus is on the model’s
equations that describe the status of the monitored
project.
We use a modified PERT to represent a project:
a directed acyclic graph, as in (Stanciu et al., 2009).
This graph’s vertices are the tasks of the project and
the arcs suggest that the pointed task is dependent to
the source task. If a task is dependent to another
task, the dependent task cannot start before the
completion of the task on which it depends.

Definition 2 (Worker). A worker wi Є W is a triplet
(Θi, ordi, T), where Θi is a subset of Θ, ordi is a
binary relation defined on Θi, and T represents time,
so that, if we assume an arbitrary wk Є W, with k ≠ i,
and wk = (Θk, ordk, T), then Θk∩Θi = Ø, no matter
the time T. The elements of the triplet define the
micro-universe of worker wi at time T.
Please note that the fact that definition 2
considers that a task can be assigned to only one
worker at a time is not a restriction: for example, a
task assigned to two workers can be regarded as two
tasks with the same position in the project macrouniverse as the original task, the resulted tasks being
assigned to only one worker.
Definition 3 (Task). A task ti Є Θ is a quadruplet (pi,
wi, Di, ζi), where pi represent a macro-universe at a
given time, wi represent a micro-universe at the
same given time, Di is the due date for task ti
established at task creation and it is not variable in
time, and ζi is a function of time that produces a
quadruplet (ESi, ELi, PESi, WESi), where ESi is the
estimated effort for task ti; ELi is the elapsed effort

Project Status Determination

Figure 1: A project macro-universe: evolution and a
snapshot used in determining the status of the project at a
moment in time (timex).

In Figure 1, a project is represented at different
moments in time, suggesting the possible changes in
the project structure that can take place during
project development. However, for establishing the
status of the project at a moment in time, only the
snapshot describing the project at that moment in
time is needed. Considering the three definitions
from above, Figure 1 also illustrates the macrouniverse of the same project and its evolution from
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Figure 2: A worker micro-universe: a snapshot used in determining the status of the project at a moment in time (timex); the
tasks coloured in black (a1, b1, b3, c1, d1) are completed tasks.

timex-1 to timex. In Figure 1, a snapshot of the
macro-universe is marked (at timex) to suggest that,
for establishing the project status at a particular time,
only snapshots at that particular time are used.
In an organization, there are as many project
macro-universes as projects being developed and
currently in work. In this context, the available
workers may be assigned with many tasks, from
different projects being currently in work in the
organization. Generally, in such a context, the
workers might decide the rejection of several tasks,
the order in which they execute their assigned and
accepted tasks, the re-estimation of the effort
required for the completion of their tasks and so on.
This way, the workers may be seen as the managers
of their own tasks.
Consequently, another perspective of the project
development must be taken into consideration in
monitoring. We refer to this perspective as the
micro-universe of the worker. Figure 2 illustrates
such a perspective: a worker micro-universe at a
given time.
Figure 2 shows the tasks assigned to and
accepted by a worker, ordered as desired by the
worker at a particular time. The order of these tasks
is established and can be changed at any time by the
worker, who can also re-estimate the required effort
for the completion of their tasks (ES values for the
respective tasks). Moreover, the worker reports the
elapsed effort for their tasks (EL values, meaning the
time spent actually working on the respective tasks).
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These ordered tasks are further referred to as local
sequence of tasks or local order. A local order is
associated with a micro-universe of a worker at a
given time.
As suggested in Figure 2, the tasks do not
necessary belong to the same project. Every task in
the local sequence of tasks has an associated PES
and an associated WES (Definition 3 from above).
The value of PES associated to a task ti represents
the date on which every task, that belong to the same
project as ti and on which ti depends, is completed.
The value of WES associated to a task ti represents
the latest date between PES associated with ti and
the date when all previous tasks in the local
sequence where ti belongs (at the time when WES is
computed) are also completed.
Before proceeding to the model’s equations
concerning project status determination, we next
present several examples on how PES and WES
values are established, considering Figure 2.
Example 1. PES value for c4 determined at timex is
the latest date between the completion date of c2 and
the completion date of c3. PES value for b2 at timex
is timex since b1 is already completed at timex.
Example 2. WES value for c4 determined at timex is
the latest date between PES for c4 determined at
timex and the completion date of a4. WES value for
b2 at timex is the latest date between timex (which is
the PES value for b2 computed at timex) and the
completion date of c4. Since c4 is not completed at
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timex, WES value for b2 at timex is the completion
date of c4.
The dep binary relation introduced in Definition
1 is asymmetric and not transitive, and it is defined
on the set of tasks of a project, so that given two
tasks ta and tb, (ta, tb) Є dep means that tb is a task on
which ta depends directly (ta cannot start before the
completion of tb). The ord relation introduced in
Definition 2 is asymmetric and not transitive, and it
is defined on the set of tasks assigned to a worker, so
that given two tasks tc and td, (tc, td) Є ord means that
td is the successor of tc in the local order. Although
the worker to which tc and td are assigned may
change the order of their tasks at any time, at the
given moment in time when (tc, td) Є ord, we
consider that td cannot be started or continued before
the completion of tc.
The value of PES for a task tk and a moment in
time, T, is computed using (1) if there is at least one
task on which tk depends (a task tx exists so that (tk,
tx) Є dep) and that task is not completed (EStx ≠
ELtx) at time T. Basically, PES is the date when the
depending task can be started to which is added a
number of time units representing the remaining
working time regarding the respective depending
task. Because there are cases when a task depends
on more than one task, equation (1) uses a max
operator which returns the maximum value for PES
from the values computed using the depending tasks
individually.
PES

max

,
ES

Є
EL

WES

ES

EL

(1)

In the case where no task tx exists, (tk, tx) Є dep
and EStx ≠ ELtx, PES is given by (2) and its value is
T (current time).
PES

T

(2)

The value of WES for a task tk (task tk is
assigned to the worker wk) and a time T is computed
using (3) if there is a task to which tk is the direct
successor in the local order of worker wk (a task ty
exists so that (ty, tk) Є ord) and that task is not
completed (ESty ≠ ELty) at time T. The meaning of
this formula is that a task tk can be started or
continued only when the following two conditions
are simultaneously met (max operator):
1) the preceding tasks in the project macrouniverse to which tk belongs are completed (PEStk);
2) the task to which tk is the direct successor in the
local order of worker wk is completed (WES of the
predecessor task, ty, in the local order, a task that

might be assigned to other worker, wy; to this WES
value is further added a number of time units
representing the remaining working time regarding
the respective predecessor task).
WES
max PES ; WES

ES

EL

,

(3)

(ty, tk) Є ord and ESty ≠ ELty
In the case where no task ty exists so that (ty, tk)
Є ord and ESty ≠ ELty, WES of task tk is given by (4)
and its value is the same as PES for task tk.
WES

PES

(4)

Considering (1), (2), (3), and (4), it is obvious
that PES and WES are time dependent. Moreover,
finding PES and WES values for every assigned task
of a project, enables the project manager to know the
date when the tasks can be started with respect to the
project structure of tasks, as wells as the date when a
the same tasks can be started with considering
workers’ decisions regarding their assigned tasks
(tasks which might not all be of the same project).
Consequently, the equations (1), (2), (3), and (4)
describe the actual status of the monitored project. In
fact, (1), (2), (3), and (4) can describe the status of
all the projects currently in work in an organization.

2.2

Recommendations for Workers
based on Project Status

The recommendations provided by the status model
refer to local task sequences, and more specifically
to the task order of execution that can be chosen by
the workers for their tasks. A possible solution for
this issue is provided by the scheduling methods
used in operating systems for ordering the execution
of processes. A good candidate for establishing the
recommended local task order of execution is the
shortest remaining time scheduling method as
illustrated by Shenoy (2008) in the context of
operating systems. According to this scheduling
method, the task with the smallest remaining
execution time to completion is executed first. An
advantage of this scheduling method refers to the
fact that the short tasks are handled very quickly.
This is especially important in the context in which,
shorter tasks generally have earlier deadlines
established in the project execution plan, so that a
worker is better to finish the short tasks first than to
pause the short tasks while trying to finish large
tasks. Another advantage of the shortest remaining
time scheduling method is that it requires little
overhead because the worker starts a new task when
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the current task is completed or a new task, with
lower remaining time, is ready to be stared. The
overhead in the context of project execution refers to
the effort required by the worker transition from
working on a task to working on another task. The
amount of these transitions ought to be as little as
possible during the execution of a project.
Consequently, the shortest remaining time
scheduling method is a good candidate for the
recommendation strategy of the proposed
monitoring model.
The recommended order is obtained through
ordering the tasks assigned to a worker so that (5) is
true for all worker’s tasks, and if several tasks have
the same values for PES, further ordering of these
tasks so that (6) is true for all the tasks assigned to
the respective worker.
,

,

Є

(5)
,

,

Є

(6)

The meaning of (5) is that the tasks in a local
sequence are ordered by their PES value in an
ascending manner. The meaning of (6) is that the
local tasks with the equal PES values are ordered by
their remaining execution time.

2.3

Project Execution Problems
Detection

Based on project status, several project execution
problems can be identified. We believe there are
three main alarm categories based on project status:
alarms regarding work assignation, alarms regarding
work progress, and alarms regarding effort
estimation changes.
1) Alarms Regarding Work Assignation. An alarm
of this type may be generated when deviations from
the execution plan might occur because of the
manner in which the work is assigned. This alarm
concerns the worker and its aim is to make the
worker decide upon the rejection of their new
assigned task. Another alarm of this type may be
generated during task execution. This alarm
concerns the project manager and its aim is to make
the project manager decide upon the re-assignation
of the involved task. This type of alarms are
generated when (8) is true for at least two tasks (ti
and tk) assigned to a worker, considering (7). In
equation (7), Dti and Dtk are those introduced in
Definition 3 and refer to the due dates established at
task creation.
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max

;

(7)
(8)

Consider the assignation of a new task to a
worker. In (7) and (8), ti and tk are two tasks
assigned to the respective worker, so that one of
these tasks is the new assigned task and the other is a
task that was earlier assigned to the same worker. In
this scenario, the meaning of (7) and (8) is that, if
there is an earlier assigned task so that the sum of
the remaining effort for this task and the remaining
effort for the new assigned task are greater than the
remaining time to the latest due date of the two
tasks, then the worker must decide upon the
rejection of the new assigned task.
Alarms of this type may be generated during task
execution as well, when there are two tasks assigned
to the same worker so that the sum of their
remaining effort are grater then the remaining time
to the latest due date of the two tasks. In such a
situation, the project manager must decide upon the
re-assignation of one of these tasks.
2) Alarms Regarding Work Progress. Alarms of
this type are generated when the work progress
endangers the completion of a particular task at the
established due date. This type of alarms concerns
both the worker to which the problematic task is
assigned and the project manager. When (9) is true,
an alarm is generated.
(9)
3) Alarms Regarding Effort Estimation Changes.
These alarms are generated when a worker reestimates the effort required to complete an owned
task, tn. In (10), δ is the hierarchical dependency
relation defined on the set of tasks of the same
project, so that (tn, ti) Є δ means that ti depends not
necessary directly on tn.
,

,

(10)

An alarm is generated when (10) is true for at
least one task that depends on the task that the
worker re-estimates. This alarm concerns mainly the
worker who makes the re-estimation. The meaning
of (10) is that the re-estimation of an owned task
influences the starting time of a future task in such a
way that the future task will not be able to be
completed at its established due date. The aim of this
alarm is to make the worker reconsider their new
estimation.
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3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we have presented a project status
model in the context of a wider research activity
concerning the development of a monitoring model
designed for large scale software projects. The
proposed model is specified formally and its main
features refer to: finding the actual status of a
project, providing recommendations to the workers,
and automated-generating alarms regarding the
actual status of the project. A distinct characteristic
of the proposed project status model and an
innovation factor is that this model takes into
consideration two perspectives over the monitored
project: the macro-universe of the project and the
micro-universe of the worker.
As next steps, we plan to develop a work
behavior prediction model to forecast worker
decisions regarding work and work estimation (EL
and ES values, respectively) for different moments
in the future based on history. Using the predicted
ES and EL values, the project status model presented
in this paper is able to compute the future probable
project status at the respective moments in the
future. The synergic combination of the project
status model with the work behavior prediction
model represents the large scale software project
monitoring model. Furthermore, we propose to
develop a software prototype that incorporates the
monitoring model. To validate the model, the
software prototype will be used during the
development of real-world software projects.
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